We have created an ATP-fueled soft gel machine constructed from muscle proteins. Chemically cross-linked gels of the polymer-actin complex of the length several decades times the length of native actin filament (F-actin) move on myosin-coated surface with a velocity as high as that of native F-actin, by coupling to ATP hydrolysis. The motility observed in muscle protein-gels suggests that one might construct a soft machine fueled by chemical energy using actin and myosin molecules as elements. We have investigated the growth process of polymer-actin complexes and the correlation between the polarity and the motility of polymer-actin complex gels.
Introduction
Biological motors have two basic differences from man-made machines. One is in their principles. The motion of a man-made machine, which is constructed from hard and dry materials such as metals, ceramics or plastics, is realized by the displacement of macroscopic constituent parts of the machine. In contrast, the motion of biogical motors, which consist of soft and wet protein and tissues, is caused by a molecular deformation that is integrated to a macroscopic level through its hierarchical structure [1] [2] [3] . The other is difference in their energy sources. The man-made machine is fueled by electrical or thermal energy with an efficiency of around 30 %, but a biological motor is driven by direct conversion from chemical energy with the efficiency as high as 80-90 % [4] . In order to create biomimetic systems, polymer gels have been employed due to their reversible size and shape change, thereby realizing the motion by integrating the deformation on a molecular level. Over the past number of years, using these idea, several kinds of artificial soft machines have been constructed using synthetic polymer gels [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . However, the lack of hierarchical structures and energy sources inside the gel lead to a low response and restricted further applications of such actuators for practical use in the human body. Recent advance in the field of molecular biology have enabled the discovery of a family of motor proteins and their assemblies. These proteins based on supramolecular assemblies would be biocompatible and practical for use in body. Actins and myosins are major component of muscle proteins and play an important role in dynamic motion of creatures that is caused by the molecular deformation using the chemical energy released by hydrolysis of ATP. Actins can form large complexes in the presence of polycations due to the polyelectrolyte nature of F-actin. We have found that chemically crosslinked gels of polymer-actin complexes can move on myosin-coated surface with a velocity as high as that of native actins, by coupling to ATP hydrolysis. This result indicates that muscle proteins can be tailored into desired shape and size without sacrificing their bioactivities. This article reviews recent work on the growth process of polymer-actin complexes in the presence of various polycations and the effect of the polarity of polymer-actin complexes on their velocities [12] [13] [14] [15] . This study illuminated the creation of ATPfueled biomachine with desired shape and polarity without loss of bioactivity.
Results and discussion

Actin gel formed from polymer-actin complexes [13]
Since the isoelectric point of actins is pH 4.7, F-actins in neutral buffer are negatively charged. Therefore, they were assumed to form complexes with cationic polymers through electrostatic interaction. Fluorescence microscope images of polymer-actin complexes formed by mixing Factin and various cationic polymers at room temperature. (a) P-Lys, (b) 3,3-ionene, (c) 6,6-ionene, (d) 6,12-ionene, (e) F-actin only. The molar ratio of ammonium cation of polymer to monomeric actin was kept constant at 30:1 for x, y-ionene polymers and 100:1 for P-Lys. Actin concentration: 0.001mg/ml. Cited from ref.
[13] with permission.
